Mother of God: An Extraordinary Journey Into the Uncharted Tributaries of the Western Amazon

By Paul Rosolie

Audible Studios on Brilliance, United States, 2015. CD-Audio. Book Condition: New. Unabridged. 170 x 137 mm. Language: English. For fans of The Lost City of Z, Walking the Amazon, and Turn Right at Machu Picchu comes naturalist and explorer Paul Rosolie’s extraordinary adventure in the uncharted tributaries of the Western Amazon, a tale of discovery that vividly captures the awe, beauty, and isolation of this endangered land and presents an impassioned call to save it. In the Madre de Dios Mother of God region of Peru, where the Amazon River begins its massive flow, the Andean Mountain cloud forests fall into lowland Amazon Rainforest, creating the most biodiversity-rich place on the planet. In January 2006, when he was just a restless eighteen-year-old hungry for adventure, Paul Rosolie embarked on a journey to the west Amazon that would transform his life. Venturing alone into some of the most inaccessible reaches of the jungle, he encountered giant snakes, floating forests, isolated tribes untouched by outsiders, prowling jaguars, orphaned baby anteaters, poachers in the black market trade in endangered species, and much more. Yet today, the primordial forests of the Madre de Dios are in danger from developers, oil...

Reviews

This book will never be easy to start on looking at but quite entertaining to read. It is actually packed with wisdom and knowledge. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ms. Missouri Satterfield DVM

The ideal publication I at any time go through. It is actually rally fascinating throug reading through time. I am pleased to inform you that this is actually the greatest book I have got read through during my individual existence and might be he best book for at any time.
-- Alexandre Cruickshank
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